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Introduction
The City of Syracuse Department of Parks and Recreation, Forestry Department is charged with the responsibility to manage the City’s urban forest, with the
goal of maintaining and growing a safe, healthy and
abundant tree population in order to maximize the
benefits for environmental and community health and
resilience. These design standards are intended to ensure that trees planted in the public domain have the
best opportunity to thrive and provide these benefits.

1.1 Overview

Street tree planting at 300 block of East Water Street

The City’s vision for its urban forest is to create a
sustainable resource that is proactively managed to

or otherwise not in accordance with the standards

provide its citizens maximum benefit. The City’s street

defined in this document may be subject to remedial

and park trees, along with all trees on private lands,

work at the permitee’s expense, and/or additional

provide essential benefits to the community. Trees in

penalties.

the urban landscape, however, face a variety of enviand vehicular traffic, soil compaction, air pollution, and

1.2 Tree Planting Requirements for
New Development

drought. Some of the key factors to maximize long-

Tree planting and landscaping requirements for de-

term plant survival are proper protection of existing

velopment projects indicating the quantity, size and

trees, correct planting of quality nursery stock, and

extent of planting are specified in the City’s Zoning

well-timed and continued maintenance.

Ordinance. Unless otherwise specified in the Zoning

ronmental and physical stresses including pedestrian

Ordinance, the minimum requirement for tree planting
All trees in the public right-of-way are under the

in the City Right-of-Way adjacent to new develop-

jurisdiction of Parks as property of the City of Syracuse.

ment is one tree per 30’ of street frontage. Existing

As such, a permit must be obtained in order to plant,

healthy trees of 6” diameter at breast height (DBH) or

prune or remove a tree in the City right-of-way. Plant-

greater may be counted toward this requirement, but

ings must be done in accordance with the standards

must be protected during construction per Section 6

in this document. Any tree work improperly performed

of these Design Standards.
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2. Design Requirements
2.1 Tree Placement and Spacing
Standards
The following requirements shall be followed when
designing tree plantings along City streets. These
guidelines generally follow regulations of other agencies with jurisdiction or infrastructure on the right-ofway. These are minimum requirements and additional
requirements related to specific design issues and tree
species may also apply. In addition to the Parks Department, designs must, at minimum be reviewed by the
Department of Public Works. Final approval rests with
the Engineering Department which ensures designs
are in compliance with the Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA) for accessibility.

3
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Streets without Planting Strips

Minimum Distances from Structures, Intersec-

(i.e. without sidewalks)

tions, Utilities and other fixtures

 Check with DPW for sidewalk or curbing
plans.
 Locate trees as far as possible from road

 Curbing - 2’
 Sidewalks - 2’
 Driveways - 8’

edge but no closer than 2 feet from Right-of

 Sewer lines - 5’

Way edge.

 Water lines - 5’
 Gas lines - 5’
 Underground Electric or Cable lines - 5’

Streets with Planter Strips (and sidewalks)
without curbs:
 Minimum planter strip width approximately
8’ - varies with planting strip condition and
width stability. Note: Trees may be planted
on either side of sidewalks (if any exist) in
lawn areas where there is sufficient room between the property line and the street curb.

 Fire Hydrants - 10’
 Street Lights - 25-35’
 Traffic Control Signs - 30’
 Residential Street Intersections - 30’
 Major Street Intersections - 50’
 Structural Walls - 10’
Tree placement with respect to Utility wires,
conduit and poles
 Street Side wires (pole to pole): only low

Streets with Planter Strips, Sidewalks, and

growing trees will be planted under single

Curbs:

and three phase electrical wires; taller grow-

 Minimum planter strip width 4’.

ing trees may be planted under secondary
electrical service
 Utility Service wires (pole to house): 3’ mini-

Spacing between young trees based on size at
maturity:
 Large Growing Trees : 50’ Ideal, 35’ minimum
 Medium Growing Trees: 40’ Ideal, 25’ minimum
 Low Growing Trees: 30’ Ideal, 20’ minimum

mum offset.
 Utility Poles: 10’ minimum offset
 Underground conduit/cable: 5’ minimum
offset. New above and below grade utilities
parallel to the site frontage should be located outside of the street tree planting zone
where possible.
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Additional design or spacing requirements may be
imposed at the discretion of the City Arborist reviewing your application depending on the location and
site conditions.

2.2 Tree Space Design Guidelines for
Built Environments
A tree’s ability to grow and reach its potential is largely
dependent on available rooting space. This is particularly evident in highly urbanized areas where many
trees exist in small planting spaces with little available
soil. Trees in this situation tend to be short-lived, and
most never function as vibrant components of a city’s
infrastructure.
A growing tree will send roots far into the surrounding
soil. Trees get nutrients from soil, but roots also need
the air and water that occupy voids between soil particles. In uncompacted soil, these voids are abundant.
In dense urban areas where soils are often compacted
and covered by pavement, the soil has few voids. Tree
roots cannot penetrate compacted soil and will not
grow in soil that lacks air and water. Instead these roots
find growing space between the compacted soil and
overlying pavement, where air and water are present.
As these roots grow, they lift the pavement and cause
sidewalk heaving.
A comprehensive guide to tree space design is Casey
Trees Guide “Tree Space Design: Growing Trees Out of
the Box” (see References). This resource provides useful
guidance on how to design successful spaces for trees
5

in heavily built environments. Tree size potential is
directly related to rooting volume as shown below.
Published research suggests every square foot of tree
canopy requires 1 to 2 cubic feet of rooting volume.
Tree Pit Opening
Permeable tree pit openings should be as large as
possible to allow for infiltration of water and oxygen for
the tree’s roots and to reduce the likelihood of future
sidewalk lifting. This opening may be mulched or
turfed soil area, permeable surfacing over soil, or open
grating over soil.
The size of tree pit openings is based on width of
planting strip between curb and sidewalk as follows:
 4’ wide planting strips: 4’ x 7’
 5’ wide planting strips: 5’ x 8
 6’ wide planting strips: 6’ x 9’
Open areas of tree pit shall contain suitable planting
soil.
Tree Pit Soil Volume
Soil volume is an essential factor for tree growth along
with good drainage, adequate water and nutrients in
the soil. A minimum soil volume of 540 cubic feet
(typically 18’ long x 10’ wide x 3’ deep) shall be
provided for each tree or a minimum soil volume of
800 cubic feet for two adjacent trees, when rooting
volume can be continuous between trees.
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Graphic courtesy of Casey Trees, “Tree Space Design: Growing the Tree out of the Box”

The installation of continuous tree pits is encouraged

diameter and surrounding soil shall be cultivated to a

whenever possible, and design proposals that call for

depth of 8 inches.

continuous tree pits may be given more flexible spacing requirements by the City Arborist.

Planting in restricted environments shall incorporate
enhanced planting strategies such as root paths, con-

A minimum planting soil depth of 36 inches shall be

tinuous soil zones, structural soils, structural soil cells,

provided for tree planting areas, providing that the root

etc.

ball is placed on a compacted base where the root
collar is flush with finished grade.

The tree rooting environment located below the hard
surface paving shall be enhanced with passive irriga-

On sites with high quality soil, the planting hole shall

tion systems, such as permeable paving, trench drains,

be wide enough to facilitate planting and a mini-

or diverting stormwater from catch basins or drain

mum of 3 times the root ball diameter. On sites with

inlets via perforated pipe to tree pits wherever feasible.

poor quality soil (compacted, clay or poorly drained),

All pavement or pavers must conform to City of Syra-

planting holes shall be enlarged to 5 times the root ball

cuse or New York State Department of Transportation
6

2.5 Species Selection
Growing conditions and microclimates can vary from
location to location across the City. Species selection
should take into account site conditions, design goals,
and diversity goals. In choosing a species, the mature
height and spread shall be considered to ensure that it
will not interfere with existing or proposed structures
and overhead utilities. Parks will not allow large trees to
be planted under primary wires or any other are where
insufficient space and/or soil volume exists. However,
in keeping with the City’s goal of increasing tree canopy, the largest tree species appropriate for the planting
location should be selected.
Parks has provided a list of approved species for planting within the City right-of-way. (Appendix A). Alternate species not found on the approved list may be
Typical street tree soil trench with adjacent structural soil

considered on a case-by-case basis. The final approval
of species shall be made by the City Arborist.

(NYSDOT) material specifications. All installations must

ers. Exposed soil or grass covered surfaces should be

meet City of Syracuse Engineering Department design

excavated and backfilled with planting soil meeting

standards and specifications.

City Park’s specifications. Structural soils can only be

Parks imposes restrictions on the planting of tree

installed with the prior consent of the City Arborist and

species listed as hosts for the Asian Longhorned Beetle.

2 .3 Structural Soils

the use of an approved structural soil manufacturer is

Exceptions may be considered on a case-by-case basis.

CU-Structural Soil® may be used where appropriate,

required.

and may be required where deemed necessary by
the City Arborist. A list of licensed manufacturers

2.4 Soil Cells

of CU-Structural Soil® in your area may be found by

Soil cells such as Silva Cells, may be used where

contacting amereq.com. Trees are not to be planted

appropriate. They can only be installed with the prior

directly in structural soil, and structural soil is only to

consent of the City Arborist, and must be installed in

be used as a base material under hard surfaces such as

accordance with City Engineering’ specifications.

concrete, permeable pavement, or permeable pavCity of Syracuse | Tree Design Standards Manual | 2020

3.
3.1

Materials
Plants

All trees shall be dug immediately before moving
unless otherwise specified. All trees shall be dug to
retain as many fibrous roots as possible. Balled and
burlapped trees shall have a solid ball of earth of the
minimum specified size (32 inches), securely held in
7

place by untreated burlap and stout rope (nylon rope

1942 edition. All tree cultivars, patented or otherwise,

Plant Material Ball

is NOT acceptable). Oversize or exceptionally heavy

must be certified by the supplying nursery. All nurser-

Plants shall be dug with a firm, natural ball of earth,

trees are acceptable if the size of the ball or spread

ies shall be required to have a registration certificate

of sufficient diameter and depth to encompass the

of roots is proportionally increased. Loose, broken, or

from the Division of Plant Industry of the New York

fibrous and feeding root system necessary for com-

manufactured balls are unacceptable. Size and grading

State Department of Agriculture & Markets certifying

plete recovery of the plant. No manufactured balls will

standards shall conform to those of the American Stan-

that plant material is apparently free from injurious

be accepted. Balls shall be firmly wrapped with burlap

dard for Nursery Stock (ANSI Z60.1), unless otherwise

insect and plant diseases. A similar certificate shall

and bound with twine, cord, or wire mesh. The ball of

specified. The use of container stock is not permitted.

be required from other states where plant material is

earth shall be free of all pests, disease, eggs, or larvae.

obtained.

Care should be taken to avoid damage to the root

All trees shall be typical of their species or cultivar.

system. Plants with balls that have been cut, split, or in

They shall have normal, well developed branches and

Root Flare Condition

a fibrous root system. They shall be sound, healthy,

Trees harvested and shipped as balled and burlap will

vigorous trees, free from defects, disfiguring knots,

be rejected if root flare is not within one inch of the

Species shall be from the list of approved trees for the

sunscald, injuries, abrasions of the bark, plant diseases,

top of the ball or if there are any girdling roots above

City of Syracuse (Appendix A) or by approval of the City

insect eggs, borers and all forms of infestations. All

the primary roots. No exceptions will be made. The

Arborist. Substitution of species from those indicat-

trees shall have a single, straight trunk, with leader

root flare shall be considered the point where the trunk

ed on the permit are not allowed. Additional terms

intact (not all species have a leader but one must be

diameter begins to enlarge immediately above the

and conditions may also be specified on the permit.

present in those that do) and be branched at least five

point where two or more primary roots divide from the

Season, site conditions, and location will affect what

feet from the ground unless otherwise specified or

trunk or immediately above the point where the trunk

species may be planted. See Appendix ? for detailed

approved by the City Arborist.

bark pattern changes to a circular root bark pattern

minimum specifications for City-sponsored tree plant-

– whichever is deeper. Primary roots are considered

ing procurement.

any way damaged will be rejected.

All trees shall be nursery grown in a USDA hardiness

roots that are at least ½ the trunk diameter at the point

zone of 5B or lower (material collected from the wild

where the root divides from the trunk. Any roots that

3.2 Planting soil

is unacceptable), except with permission from Parks.

emerge above the primary roots shall not be consid-

Planting soil shall meet the following requirements:

Tree size shall be at least 2.5 inch caliper measured at 6

ered as primary roots if they are less than ½ the diam-

inches from the ground and no larger than 3.0 inch-

eter of the trunk. All soil that is above the root flare

es in caliper unless otherwise authorized by the City

shall be removed in the nursery prior to harvesting.

than 1 inch diameter, heavy, sticky or stiff clay,

Arborist.

All roots found in the soil above the root flare shall be

stones larger than 2 inches in diameter, noxious

removed prior to harvesting. All girdling roots above

seeds, sticks, brush, litter, or any substances deleteri-

Plant names shall agree with the nomenclature of

the primary roots including any girdling roots found in

ous to plant growth.

“Standardized Plant Names” as adopted by the Amer-

the remaining soil shall be removed.

ican Joint Committee on Horticultural Nomenclature
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 Fertile, friable soil free of subsoil, refuse, roots larger

 Soil texture: USDA loam, sandy clay loam or sandy
loam with clay content between 15 and 25%, and a
8

The soil should be tested for the following:

Mulch shall be applied as a ground cover to the
surface of all planting beds at the time of planting, as

 nutrients

well as one year after planting when the tree stakes

 pH

are removed, and at the start of each watering season

 soluble salt level

during the 2 year guarantee period and when directed

 organic matter content

by the City Arborist. Mulch shall be applied to a uni-

 percentages of sand/silt/clay

form depth of 3 inches and shall be so distributed as
to create a smooth, level cover over the exposed soil. A

The testing lab must be approved in advance by the

gap of approximately 2 inches should be left between

City Arborist, and soil samples must be taken by the

the mulch and the trunk of the tree to avoid mounding

City Arborist or their designate, and delivered to the

above the trunk flare.

lab by the City Arborist or their designate. Only a passing sample acceptable to the City Arborist will exempt
the applicant from having to replace the soil.
Street tree planting at the State Office Tower, Washington Street

combined clay/silt content of no more than 55%.

3.3 Mulch
The applicant shall furnish and place mulch in accor-

 pH value shall be between 5.5 and 7.4.

dance with the plans, specifications and directions of

 Percent organic matter (OM): 2.0-5.0%, by dry

the City Arborist. All mulching shall be done during

weight.

planting operation.

 Soluble salt level: Less than 2 mmho/cm.
 Soil chemistry suitable for growing the plants
specified.

Mulch shall be a natural forest product composed
of shredded bark or wood not exceeding 3 inches in
length and 1 inch width. Mulch shall be derived from

Parks may require that soil be changed at the expense

tree material, not from wood waste or by-products

of the applicant and/or the tree work entity if the soil

like sawdust, shredded palettes, or other debris. Mulch

does not meet Parks specifications. It is the applicant’s

shall be natural in color and not dyed. It shall be of a

responsibility to prove that the soil used meets Parks

uniform grade with no additives or any other treat-

specifications. The applicant may provide a report from

ment. Mulch with leaves, twigs, and/or debris shall not

an approved lab showing a passing soil sample if they

be acceptable.

wish to show that their soil meets Parks specifications.
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4. Planting Execution
4.1 Preparation
Planting shall consist of excavating all tree pits, planting, and maintaining new trees of the type and size
designated on the approved list. All work shall be in
accordance with these standards and to the satisfaction of the City Arborist.
No pits shall be dug until proposed locations have
been marked on the ground by the City Arborist. Once
work begins, the applicant takes full responsibility for
the tree pit locations. All excavated materials shall be
removed from the site and disposed of properly. The
area is to be made safe and secure at the end of the
workday.
Where subsurface obstructions (vaults, utilities, sprinklers) are encountered during excavation and restrict
the planting of a tree, the applicant shall restore the
9

disturbed area to its original condition. If damage is

times the diameter of the root ball), to the dimensions

trunk flare shall always be visible. Final soil level shall be

done to an underground obstruction, it is the respon-

listed on the permit. Extreme care shall be taken to

flush with the surrounding sidewalk grade to prevent

sibility of the applicant to restore the site to its original

avoid excavation to a depth greater than required. The

potential tripping hazard.

condition. A new planting location will be designated

subgrade below the root ball shall be tamped slightly

if conditions permit.

to prevent settlement. All debris shall be removed

Remove all nursery tags and protective wrapping.

from the planting site before backfilling. All excavated
Trees shall be transported and handled with utmost

materials shall be removed from the site and disposed

4.4 Staking

care to ensure adequate protection against injury

of in an acceptable manner.

Staking shall be done during the planting operation

and desiccation. When transported in closed vehicles,

Place balled and burlapped material in the prepared

and shall be maintained throughout the first year of

plants shall receive adequate ventilation to prevent

planting pit by lifting and carrying it by the root ball so

the 2 year guarantee period. After the first year, the

sweating. When transported in open vehicles, plants

that the ball will not be loosened. Set the tree straight

stakes must be removed.

shall be protected by tarpaulins or other suitable cover

and in the center of the pit. All trees shall sit, after

material. Balled and burlapped trees shall be set on the

settlement, with the base of the trunk and the begin-

Stakes shall be of rot-resistant wood and shall show no

ground and balls covered with soil. Until planted, all

ning of the roots, known as the “trunk flare”, level with

sign of cracking or decay. They shall have a maximum

materials shall be properly maintained and kept ade-

the sidewalk grade. If the top of the root ball is not

allowable deflection of ten percent (10%). Stakes shall

quately watered. Applicants are liable for any damage

consistent with this area, the depth of the planting site

be cut even so they are the same height. All trees shall

to property caused by planting operations and related

should be adjusted by adding or removing soil below

be supported by 2 stakes, they shall be 8 feet long; the

work. All disturbed areas shall be restored to their

the root ball to make the trunk flare level with the

original condition.

sidewalk grade.

4.2 Planting Seasons

Cut and remove rope and wire from the top 2/3 of the

Trees may be planted in the fall from October 1

root ball. At least 2/3 of the burlap shall be removed

through December 15, and in the spring from March

from the tree pit. The remaining wires should be

1 5 through May 31. No planting is permitted in the

pulled back and the burlap adjusted to prevent the

summer.

formation of air pockets. Backfilling mixture shall be
loose and friable and not frozen. Soil shall be firmed

4.3 Installation

at 6 to 8 inch intervals. All tree pits are to be filled with

Remove all materials from the tree pit for the full

topsoil and made level with existing conditions.

length and width of the tree pit to the depth of the
tree’s root ball. For excavation of a lawn strip, excavate

Cultivate and rake over finished planting areas leaving

an area at least two times the diameter of the root

them in an orderly condition. At no time should

ball in length by the width of the lawn strip (up to 2

topsoil be mounded to cover the trunk of the tree. The

City of Syracuse | Tree Design Standards Manual | 2020

Street tree planting at State and Washington Streets
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beyond the healthy branch. All stubs or improper cuts
resulting from former pruning shall be removed. All
cuts shall be cleanly made with sharp tools as close to
the parent trunk or limb as possible without disturbing
the branch bark ridge or callus collar. Any existing nails,
spikes, wire, plastic or other materials found driven into
or fastened to the trunk or branches shall be removed
or if approved they shall be cut flush in a manner to
permit complete healing over.

4.6 Watering
At the time of planting, the soil around each tree shall
be thoroughly saturated with at least 20 gallons of
water. Soil shall be firmed at 6-8 inch intervals and
thoroughly settled with water. Water shall be free from
Street tree planting at Westcott and Beech Streets

diameter at the middle shall be not less than 2 inches

any holes left by the stake shall be filled with plant-

nor more than 2 ¾ inches and the diameter at the butt

ing soil of the same quality as that specified in these

shall not exceed 3 inches. Stakes shall be placed out-

standards.

oil, have a pH not less than 6.0 nor greater than 8.0 and
shall be free from impurities injurious to vegetation
Water shall not be applied in a manner which damages
plants, stakes, or adjacent areas. Each tree bed shall be

side of the rootball, driven 30 inches into the ground,
and shall be fastened to the tree with a suitable length

4.5 Pruning

watered evenly in a manner which does not erode the

of ¾” wide, flat, woven polypropylene material that is

Pruning shall be done in accordance with ANSI A300

soil or mulch. Watering shall not cause uprooting or

knotted around the tree stakes.

Part 1 Standard Practices For Structural Pruning. When

exposure of plant roots to the air.

directed by the City Arborist, trees shall be pruned so
Unless otherwise directed, trees shall be staked as

the resulting crown retains the growth habit of the

4.7 Mulching

shown on the plans and in accordance with these

tree species. Any and all branches interfering with

Mulch shall be applied as a ground cover to the surface

specifications. Stakes shall be set parallel to curbs. Trees

or hindering the healthy growth of the tree shall be

of all planting beds at the time of planting and again

shall stand plumb after staking. Stakes and Arbortie™

removed. All diseased branches and all dead branches

after the tree stakes have been removed, one year after

shall be removed at the end of the first year of the 2

shall be removed. Any branch which may be partly

planting. (See above for Mulch specifications).

year guarantee period, unless directed otherwise by

dead, yet has a healthy lateral branch at least one- third

the City Arborist. At the time the stakes are removed

the diameter of the parent branch shall be removed

Mulch shall be applied to a uniform depth of 3 inches
and shall be so distributed as to create a smooth, level

City of Syracuse | Tree Design Standards Manual | 2020
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cover over the exposed soil. A gap of approximately 2

Damages resulting from these operations shall be

to ensure that their tree contractor provides a guaran-

inches should be left between the mulch and the trunk

immediately repaired at the expense of the applicant.

tee otherwise they will may be held liable under the

of the tree to avoid mounding above the trunk flare.

permit for replacing the tree.

5.2 Other Maintenance Activities

5. Maintenance
5.1 Watering
Watering must take place throughout the 2 year
guarantee period, at least 20 gallons at approximately
two week intervals from May 15 to October 31. Actual
frequency of watering shall be based on weather conditions, resulting soil water content or other factors.
Water shall not be applied in a manner which damages
plants, stakes, or adjacent areas. Each tree bed shall
be watered evenly in a manner which does not erode
soil or mulch. Watering shall not cause uprooting or
exposure of plant’s roots to the air.

All newly planted trees shall be maintained by the tree

5.4 Tree Replacement

work entity and/or applicant until 2 years after the final

Any tree planted that is dead or, in the opinion of Parks,

inspection of permitted planting (sign-off date).

in an unhealthy or unsightly condition, and/or has lost
its natural shape due to dead branches, excessive prun-

Maintenance shall include weeding, cultivating, edg-

ing, inadequate or improper maintenance, or other

ing, pruning, adjustment and timely removal of stakes,

causes including vandalism, prior to final acceptance,

(these must be removed after one year), repair of minor

shall be replaced in the next planting season. There

washouts, mulching, soil replacement and other hor-

shall be a 2 year guarantee on trees commencing after

ticultural operations necessary for the proper growth

the final inspection of the permitted planting (sign-off

of all trees, and for keeping the entire area within the

date). The topsoil in the tree pit shall be changed when

planting area neat in appearance.

any replacement tree is planted.

All planting areas shall be cultivated and weeded with

Where dead trees have been identified, whether due

hoes or other approved tools within the period from

to natural causes or vandalism, the dead material

May 15 to October 31, and such cultivating and weed-

shall be removed, including stakes, within 30 days of

ing shall be repeated at least every 3 weeks. Under no

notification. When necessary, topsoil, grass seed or

conditions shall weeds be allowed to attain more than

appropriate paving material shall be added to the pit

6 inches of growth.

to eliminate potential tripping hazards at the time of
removal. Photos must be submitted to Parks showing

Pit pavement shall be maintained flush with adjacent

the proper removal of trees. A renewed permit must be

pavement during the 2 year guarantee period. At the

obtained to replant during the planting season.

expiration of the guarantee period, the area around the
tree shall be cultivated and weed free.

5.5 Vandalism
Where vandalism or related causes are agreed as the

Franklin Street along the Creekwalk
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5.3 Guarantee Period

cause for tree replacement, the applicant shall be

All trees must be guaranteed for 2 years. All applicants

responsible for all necessary replacements during the

and tree work entities listed on a permit shall provide a

2 year guarantee period as determined by the City

guarantee for the trees planted. Applicants are advised

Arborist.
12

seriously affected, leading to decline and death. Most

matting/etc.)

of the fibrous roots of the tree, which are responsible
for the uptake of nutrients and water, are contained

v.
2.

Remediation

Tree protection fencing shall be installed at a mini-

in the top 30 cm of soil and are easily severed during

mum radius of the Critical Root Zone (CRZ) of trees

excavation, structural roots are located deeper. Hand

(CRZ defined as radius 1.25’ feet per caliper inch at

digging, low pressure hydro-vac, or air spade explor-

DBH from trunk of tree).

atory digging will aid in determining the extent of the

3.

root system and what steps will need to be taken to
minimize impacts.

Signage necessary every 50’ “Do Not Enter - Tree
Protection Zone”.

4.

If construction occurs within the CRZ at least 12” of
mulch shall be placed and/or logging mats where

Soil compaction also occurs when vehicles cross over

machinery maneuvers to reduce soil compaction

the rooting area, especially when the soil is wet. This

in this zone and identify on plan.

compaction reduces the pores with in the soil which
Street tree planting at the Federal Building along Franklin Street

The tree protection fencing shall not be violated

contain the water and air needed for the proper bio-

for the duration of the project without approval of

logical function of the tree. This may result in the death

the City Arborist.

of many of the feeder roots which sustain the tree and

6. Tree Protection

5.

6.

could lead to decline and death of the tree.

There will be zero tolerance for storing or parking
vehicles, supplies, or equipment under protected
trees.

Prior to any construction, it is important to evaluate

The following practices are required for existing trees

the existing trees in any project area to ensure as many

to remain in the project area when there is potential

ment, pruning, supplemental water, mulch, nutri-

trees as possible are retained. All trees located with City

risk of damage during construction or demolition.

tion (fertilizer, organic matter, etc.), insect/disease

7.

street right-of-way are subject to protection under the
City’s municipal tree ordinance.

Remediation includes but is not limited to replace-

control, staking and compaction mitigation.
1.

Prepare a Tree Protection Plan.
a.

8.

After construction or impact protection devices

Submit project plans showing tree protection

shall be removed. Mulch or other materials used

with the permit application.

for a root buffer shall be removed by hand within

Tree Protection Plan shall include all that

the critical root zone. It may be removed mechani-

tree. This can lead to broken branches, wounds on the

apply

cally beyond this zone.

trunk, scorching of branches or other physical wounds

i.

Existing trees on site

which can cause tree decline and death.

ii.

Critical root zones of protected trees

Root damage may occur if there is any excavation

iii. Tree protection fencing delineation and

Physical tree damage can occur when construction
equipment is allowed to come in close proximity to

within the rooting area of the tree. Depending on
the extent of excavation, the health of a tree can be
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b.

specification
iv. Other products for protection (mulch/
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